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Executive Summary
1 Overview
Today’s datacenters consist of multiple servers interconnected through a highspeed network. The architecture of servers has always been designed around
trays with a fixed number of different components such as processors, memory,
and peripherals. This traditional architecture where the server is the main
building block leads to spare resource fragmentation and inefficiencies in
current data centers.
dReDBox aims at delivering a disaggregated architecture that will not require
memory or accelerators to be co-located with the processor in the same tray.
This will enhance elasticity, improve virtual machine migration and reduce the
total cost of ownership compared to the current data centers. In this new
architecture, the main building block is no longer the server, but the brick.
Different dBRICKs are designed with different functionalities, for example,
compute, memory and accelerator dBRICKs.
This deliverable reports the progress as of M17 of the development, production
and integration of the dReDBox demonstrator system.
To assist the reader of this document in understanding the progress and status
report, a description of the development process is given.
The status of the development can be found in section 4 - dReDBox hardware
platform development status.
Abbreviations in this document will be written out fully one time, and in the rest
of the document only the abbreviation will be used. All abbreviations can be
found in section 7.1.
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2 References
2.1 dReDBox Documents
Ref
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

Title
D5.1 – Hardware requirements of all bricks and tray (a)
D2.4 – System Architecture specification (b)
D2.2 – Requirements specification and KPIs Document (b)
D2.6 – Specification of dReDBox layers, operational
semantics and cross-layer interfaces (a)

Source
ECAS
ECAS
ECAS
ECAS

Table 1: Referenced dReDBox documents

2.2 Tools
Ref

Title

[5]
[6]

Mentor Valor NPI
Mentor HyperLynx DRC

Source ID
www
www

https://www.mentor.com/pcb/xpedition/npi/
https://www.mentor.com/pcb/hyperlynx/elec
trical-rule-check/

Table 2: Tool references

2.3 Other
Ref

Title

[7]

Overview of the System
Engineering Process

Table 3: Other references

Source ID
www

https://www.dot.nd.gov/divisions/maintenan
ce/docs/OverviewOfSEA.pdf
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3 Scope
The main goal of this document is to report the status of the development,
production and integration of the dReDBox demonstrator system.
The report will use a lot of terms and abbreviations concerning a hardware
development process which are specific for this particular field.
To assist the reader of this document with understanding the progress and
status report, the document contains a lot of background information
concerning the hardware development process. While this information does not
directly relate to the progress and status, it is deemed necessary to help
understand the report.
For a description of the different components refer to D2.4 – System
Architecture specification (b). The processes and results reported herein are
fully in line with materializing the requirements and high-level designs outlined
in D5.1 – Hardware requirements of all bricks and tray (a).
This document reports on the status of:
•

The hardware development of following hardware components:
• dBMC
• dTETRAY1
• dTRAY
• dBRICK
• dBOSM

•

The Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) development:
• dBMC FPGA
• dCOMPUBRICK FPGA
• dMEMBRICK FPGA
• dACCELBRICK FPGA

•

The software development of:
• BSP dBMC
• BSP dBRICK

The rest of the software development tasks are described in their relevant Work
Packages, namely WP3, WP4 and WP6.

The dTETRAY is not an “end product” deliverable, but it is part of the integration process,
and as such described in this document.
1
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4 dReDBox hardware platform development status
This section presents the status of the hardware platform development. The
deliverables and terms used are described in the next sections. The data is
archived in an encrypted zip container:
Filename
Sha1sum
Password

: “d5.5_data.zip”
: “e13da27ad3dea1b2dbd0c234e88bea8f1fe91c8e”
: Available under NDA

4.1 PCBAs
Legend:
Finished on schedule
Finished with note
Finished to late
In progress
In progress with note
Not started, on schedule
Not started, delayed
Not executed or blocking issue
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Status according to explained
processes viewed from output
Mechanical Requirements
Specification (MRS)
Hardware Requirements Specification
(HRS)

dBMC

dTETRAY

dTRAY dBRICK

Hardware Design Description (HDD)
Testplan (TP)
1

Schematic design (PDF)
2

Pre lay-out information (PLI)
SI / PI / Timing Report (SPTR)
3

3

Thermal Analysis Report (TAR)
2

DFM/DFA/Design Rule Check
2

ODB++ data
Test report (TR)
Notes:
1: dBRICK schematics are finished but put on hold until re-use parts from the
dBMC have been verified on target.
2: dBRICK Pre-layout has been pushed ahead of schedule to allow dTETRAY
connectivity, SI, PI and thermal check. This caused a delay on the dTETRAY
development. The initial use for the dTETRAY is the setting to work of the
dBMC. While the delay of the dTETRAY means we have to shift certain
validation tasks, the dBMC can be set to work for a large part in a stand-alone
environment. This means the delay of the dTETRAY does not have a noticeable
impact on the overall project, and no steps have to be taken to negate the delay.
3: the dTETRAY will not have a dedicated TAR. As part of the thermal analysis
for the dBMC an initial simulation of the dTRAY with dBRICKs has been
performed. The results of this give us enough confidence to skip the TAR of the
dTETRAY. There is no risk in this since the dTETRAY will only be used in a test
environment and not in a production setting.

3
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4.2 FPGAs
dBRICKs
Status according to
explained processes
viewed from output
FPGA Requirements
Specification (FRS)
FPGA Test Document
(FTD)
Pinning FPGA design
container
FPGA design
container

dBMC dCPUBRICK dMEMBRICK

dACCELLBRICK

1

1

Notes:
1: There are no FPGA Requirements and Test Documentation for the dBMC
since the functionality of the dBMC is provided by standard IP cores from Xilinx.

4.3 Software
Status according to
explained processes
viewed from output

dBMC dCPUBRICK dMEMBRICK

FSBL
1

Bootloader
Linux
BSP
Notes:
1: The FSBL and Bootloader are available to start verification.

dACCELLBRICK
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4.4 dBOSM
Status according to explained
processes viewed from output
iSlice development board (initial
version)
iSlice FPGA (pinning version)
VX controller PCBA (development
version)
VX controller FPGA (pinning
version)
iSlice VX controller integration (1st
development version)
iSlice development board (2nd
development version)
iSlice FPGA (product version)
VX controller FPGA (product
version)
iSlice design (mechanical and
optical components)
iSlice product form factor (including
optical components)
VX controller product form factor
iSlice VX controller integration
Prototype 96-port optical switch
module based on iSlice
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5 Hardware Development Process
The development process used for the dReDBox hardware platform is mainly
based on the V-model. Certain parts of the development of the software and
firmware use a more agile design process, adding flexibility where possible. For
more details on the V-Model refer to reference [7]: Overview of the System
Engineering Process.
The V-model is not very flexible with regard to changing requirements. This can
be seen as a disadvantage, but it closely matches the reality of hardware
design. Changing requirements in a hardware design have a big impact, and
can incur a lot of cost. Where possible a more agile process is used. The
firmware and software is designed using a more flexible iterative process.
Figure 1 – System Development Process depicts the main development flow.
The process is an implementation of the V-model, and described in more detail
in the following sections.
System Architecture Design

Mechanical Design

Hardware Design

Firmware Design

Integration

Validation

Figure 1 – System Development Process

Software Design
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5.1 System Architecture Design
Figure 2 – System Architecture Design depicts the system architecture design
flow, and the associated dReDBox documents.
The system architecture design step of the development process is used to
define the product that is to be build. There are several steps to accomplish
this:
1. Ascertain the wishes of the customer.
2. Define a set of key performance indicators (KPI’s) to ensure product
performance.
3. Design an architecture which can meet the defined KPI.
4. Create a set of requirements which define the product.
For the dReDBox project, there is no “involved” customer, but we use the
project Description of Work with the latest amendment as the source for our
customer’s wishes. These wishes are transformed into a set of KPI’s and
requirements in deliverable D2.2 – Requirements specification and KPIs
Document (b) (refer to [3]).
The D2.2 documents has been in turn used to define the system architecture
in D2.4 – System Architecture specification (b) (refer to [2]) and D2.6 –
Specification of dReDBox layers, operational semantics and cross-layer
interfaces (a) (refer to [4]). Last, the hardware requirements for delivering the
architecture and interfaces defined in WP2 have been defined in D5.1 –
Hardware requirements of all bricks and tray (a) (refer to [1]). These
requirements are a trade-off between KPI’s, feasibility and budget.
The D5.1 document is the final definition of the hardware platform, and is
being used as reference throughput the implementation phase of the product.
System Requirements
D2.1 – Requirements Specification and KPIs Document (a)
D2.2 – Requirements Specification and KPIs Document (b)

System Architecture Design
D2.3 – System Architecture specification (a)
D2.4 – System Architecture specification (b)
D2.6 – Specification of dReDBox layers, operational semantics and cross-layer interfaces (a)
D4.1 – System Software Architecture, Interfaces and Techniques (a)

Demonstrator Requirements
D5.1 – Hardware requirements of all bricks and tray (a)

Mechanical Design

Hardware Design

Figure 2 – System Architecture Design

Firmware Design

Software Design
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5.2 Mechanical design
The Mechanical design for the dReDBox hardware platform involves board
placement (dBMC and dBRICK placement on the dTRAY and dTETRAY),
fixation of these boards and mounting hole alignment for the dTETRAY and
dTRAY in a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) 2U enclosure.
The main components such as the dBMC, dBRICK, connectors, and big
integrated circuits (ICs) are placed in an on-scale drawing to determine the
board outline and rough component placement.

Figure 3 – Part of preliminary component placement of dTETRAY

The mounting holes are positioned in such a way that they match the COTS
enclosure mounting hole positions. No actual mechanical work (such as milling
or special front panel cut outs) is done by Sintecs itself. If needed, this is
outsourced to an external company.
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5.3 Hardware Design
System Architecture Design

Hardware Specification
Hardware Requirements Specification (HRS)

Schematic Design
Component Library

Schematics (PDF)
Hardware Design Description (HDD)
Testplan (TP)

Pinning FPGA

PCB technology Selection

Layout PCB Design
Pre lay-out information (PLI)
SI / PI / Timing Report (SPTR)
Thermal Analysis Report (TAR)
ODB++ data

DFM/DFA/Design Rule Check
DFM/DFA/Desgin Rule Check container

PCB Production

PCB Assembly

PCBA Verification
Testreport (TR)

Integration

Figure 4 – Hardware Design

The actual development of the Printed Circuit Board (PCB) is done during the
hardware design phase according to the design flow shown in Figure 4. System
requirements are translated into a schematic board design at this stage. The
PCB is created in the layout phase. Several simulations such (Signal Integrity
(SI), Power Integrity (PI), timing) and check cycles (Design For Manufacturing
(DFM), Design For Assembly (DFA)) are done during and after the layout stage.
The physical PCB is ordered after all simulations are done. The PCB assembly
will be done by an external company resulting in a PCB Assembly (PCBA)
which is electrically verified. After this verification, the board integration can
start.
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5.3.1 Hardware Specification
The hardware requirements, described in the Hardware Requirements
Specification (HRS) document, are derived from the system requirements given
in D5.1 [1].
Additional requirements at the board level (preferred components, interface
voltage levels and so on) may be added. The HRS acts a starting point for the
design, and is finished before any implementation work is started.
5.3.2 Component Library
During the development of a PCBA a designer will choose which components
are used on the board. The components are part of the component library,
which is an evolving set of components. If a component is chosen which is not
part of the library, the Mentor Graphics EDA library must be setup with a new
schematic symbol and PCB footprint. This is often an undervalued and
underestimated activity but a high-quality EDA library is a key element of a good
working system.

Figure 5 – Component Library

During the library development schematic symbols and PCB footprints are
created. The schematic symbols are developed according to the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) notation and the PCB footprints are
developed according to the IPC-7351A standards. For the development of the
dReDBox library, a library development flow is used for creating, and validating
the components. See the component library development flow below.
Part
Request

Q1 Build

Q2 Check

VPL
Request
Figure 6 – Component Library development flow

Q3 Check

Release
Part
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After the part request is approved, the library part is created by an ECAD
librarian and validated by another ECAD librarian. With the Q2 check, the library
is verified for consistency. In the final check (Q3 check), the created PCB
footprint is validated with a Valor Part Library (VPL) footprint. This is a PCB
footprint developed by Mentor Graphics for validating the assembly of the part.
5.3.3 Schematic Design
The interconnectivity of each component and block is drawn during the
schematic design phase. See Figure 7 for an example. The schematic uses the
library components from the component library that has previously been built
(as described in section 5.3.2).
Each circuit designed will be described in the Hardware Design Document
(HDD). This is done in such a way that another hardware designer can
understand and modify the schematic design.

Figure 7 – Schematic Design

The schematics are drawn in a hierarchical way such that several blocks
(Power, DDR4, SoC config etc.) can be re-used between the different
dReDBoX PCBs to reduce design time.
After the schematics are finished the design is checked by the Design Rule
Checker (DRC) of the schematic capture tool to validate the design at
hierarchical interconnect level and specific rules such as net-naming, valid
power nets and single pin nets. After the DRC the schematics are released for
internal review.
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The schematics are internally reviewed by at least three other hardware
designers and the dReDBox system architect before the schematics are
released for layout.
Good component management is crucial to have a correct Bill Of Materials
(BOM) which is created after the schematic design phase. Components can
have a long lead-time. It is crucial to keep this in mind and order these
components upfront, to ensure that the company that does the PCBA assembly
has all these parts in stock when the PCBA of the dReDBox PCBs are ready.
5.3.4 PCB technology
Planning the multilayer PCB stack-up configuration is one of the most important
aspects of achieving the best possible performance of the PCBs. Poorly
designed substrate and inappropriately selected materials can degrade the
electrical performance of signal transmission increasing emissions and
crosstalk and can also make the product more susceptible to external noise.
These issues can cause intermittent operation due to timing glitches and
interference dramatically reducing the product’s performance and long-term
reliability. Figure 8 shows a cross-section of a multilayer PCB stack-up.

Figure 8 – PCB technology

In contrast, a properly built PCB substrate can effectively reduce
electromagnetic emissions, crosstalk and improve the signal integrity providing
a low inductance power distribution network. In addition, looking from a
fabrication point of view, this can improve the manufacturability of the dReDBox
hardware platform.
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When selecting a multilayer stack-up for the PCBs, the following aspects have
been considered:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A signal layer should always be adjacent to a plane. This limits the
number of signal layers embedded between planes to two and top and
bottom (outer) layers to one signal.
Signal layers should be tightly coupled (<250 um) to their adjacent
planes.
A power plane (as well as a ground) can be used for the return path of
the signal.
Determine the return path of the signals (which plane will be used). Fast
rise time signals take the path of least inductance which is normally the
closest plane.
Materials must be suitable to carry the high speed (Multi Gigabit)
signalling on specific layers.
Choose the µvia technology to minimize the risk of reflections for high
speed signals.
Cost

5.3.5 Constraints Management
As PCBs increase in complexity and density, a higher percentage of the design
must be implemented with strict adherence to design rules. Manual
documentation, translation, and interpretation of design rules often cause
longer product development cycles and increased costs. A constraint
management environment enables a constraint-driven design methodology
that reduces design costs and time-to-market by automating design rules
communication and eliminating unnecessary PCB prototypes and re-spins.
Within the constraint management environment, we capture the multi-level
dReDBox design rules, ensuring that the dBRICKs meet the critical design rules
for electrical and manufacturing requirements. The constraint manager enables
the definition and verification of electrical and physical constraints for the
dBRICKs within one environment.

Figure 9 – Constraints Management
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The constraints management environment (e.g. see Figure 9) allows reuse of
many of the simple and complex rules that have been created for the dBRICKs.
Constraint templates have been used to copy constraints from one net to
another net or an entire bus, including custom ordering, net constraints, and pin
pair constraints.
These constraints templates are re-used on other dBRICKs within the
dReDBox project. The Mentor Graphics constraints management environment
supports reusable blocks, which allows the re-use of entire circuit, constraints,
and physical layout data from one design for another design. Reusing
constraints have saved time and improved quality by allowing the use of a
completed and verified circuit from one brick, instead of creating a new one.
Hierarchical rule classes have also been created within the dReDBox project to
ease the association of constraints to design objects. With traditional “flat”
systems, it is necessary to apply constraints to many individual nets or pins.
Through the use of hierarchy these same nets can be constrained by one rule
at the class level. This has greatly helped to reduce the number of constraints.
5.3.6 Layout PCB design
PCB design is generally under most pressure to release a product on time. This
is the last opportunity to implement development changes before the design
becomes a hardware product, the part when all the key issues need to be put
together. In general, success/quality not only depends on the designer and
knowing how to work with the layout-tool but also on the interfaces to and use
of simulation, ICT, Boundary Scan (BS), DFM tooling, documentation and frontend data entry tooling.

Figure 10 – Layout PCB design
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5.3.7 Signal integrity
As interface speeds exceed 1GHz and edge rates drop below 100ps within the
dReDBox project, new methods had to be adopted to guarantee proper
functioning of the interface signals. In the project, the high-speed behaviour is
no longer limited to a few critical signals and affects more than 80% of the
signals on the board/dBRICKs. Each major net/bus must be considered as an
entity and a strategy must be developed for implementing the signals for each
net/bus.

Figure 11 – Signal integrity overview

In the dReDBox project, there are several critical interfaces on the board, which
have required new analysis capabilities from Sintecs to guarantee proper
functioning of these interfaces. These interfaces are e.g. DDR4-2666MT/s,
12.5Gbps and 16.6Gbps serials interfaces.

Figure 12 – Signal integrity detail

A traditional post-layout signal integrity analysis is no longer enough to
guarantee a well-functioning dBRICK. It was therefore necessary to evaluate
alternative layout strategies before layout of the dBRICKs began, taking into
account allowable manufacturing tolerances. By using high-speed design,
analysis and verification techniques early in the design cycle, it was possible to
eliminate layout iterations.
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5.3.8 Power Integrity
The dBRICKs have a high number of power rails, more than 15. Due to this
high number of power rails, Sintecs has devoted extra effort in achieving the
layout for all the different power planes needed.
Another issue has been the integrity, or absence of noise on the delivered
power. During the development of the dBRICKs, Sintecs has had to determine
the number and location of decoupling capacitors – in part by experimenting
with the PCB fabrication materials and stack-up to determine the best electrical
solution. The best solution being in this case the solution which meets the
requirements, without using exotic materials and processes which drive up
costs.
Another issue that had to be addressed was the fast switching of some specific
high-speed interfaces of the dBRICKs, which could cause problems in the
power rails due to this very fast switching. A large amount of current flows very
quickly when the fast signals switch. The layout of the planes, but also
decoupling capacitors must be able to distribute these currents in this small
amount of time.

Figure 13 – Power integrity

It has been necessary to use Power Aware input/output Buffer Information
Specification (IBIS) models, during the development of the dBRICKs, for the
power integrity simulations. Sintecs engineers had no experience with this new
technology, although it was supported by their Power Integrity software. By
working closely with Mentor Graphics, they were able to obtain the required
expertise and get the power aware models correctly simulated in the respective
software.
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5.3.9 DDRx timing
Performing the layout for high-speed memory interfaces on the dBRICKs
becomes more difficult with the high data rates. A traditional design flow by
using only the PCB layout guidelines from the Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC is a
complex task to achieve. The timing margins are so tight that the different
contributions of the PCB technology, tracks, vias, termination and packages
have a significant impact on these margins.

Figure 14 – DDRx timing

The dBRICKs need to rely on a stable double data rate 4 (DDR4) memory for
fast, reliable operation. Time spend for product testing is limited due to a tight
schedule and therefore it has been essential to design the DDR4 interface
correctly from the beginning.
Items which have impact on timing of the DDR4 interfaces are:
•
•
•
•

Package delay skew
Board trace skew, vias, termination, rise/fall times and crosstalk
Jitter
Setup/hold timing requirement

Figure 15 – DDRx timing example
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5.3.10 EMC Design Rule Check
Usage of a DRC tool during the development of the dBRICKs/systems helped
to shorten the development time of the PCBs and improved the quality. The
HyperLynx DRC tool (refer to [6]) was used for the DRC and this efficiently
performed DRC on the dReDBox PCBs.

Figure 16 – EMC Design Rule Check

Driven by customizable rules, the HyperLynx DRC product can be executed
during the PCB layout process to quickly highlight potential high-speed design
issues pertaining to signal integrity, power integrity, and electromagnetic
interference (EMI), without running detailed, time-consuming analysis. Not only
will the dReDBox designs be of improved quality, but correcting problems
earlier in the design process can avoid re-design and shorten development
time.
Items checked during the development of the dBRICKs/system are:
•
•
•

Traces crossing plane splits, reference plane changes, nets near board
edges, coupling to I/O nets.
Long interconnects, termination checks, impedance variations, crosstalk
coupling.
Power net width, decoupling cap proximity.
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5.3.11 DFM & DFA verification
During the development of the dReDBox project, Sintecs used the Mentor
Graphics Valor NPI platform (refer to [5]) to provide comprehensive DFM and
DFA analysis, resolving manufacturing and assembly issues early in the
process.

Figure 17 – DFM & DFA verification

For PCB designers, Valor NPI provides concurrent DFM/DFA analysis during
the design process, applying almost 700 manufacturing rules to the design
ensuring minimum revision spins in manufacturing.
For manufacturing NPI and process engineers, Valor NPI provides
comprehensive analysis to prove new products match the fabrication
processes. BOM, AVL and component analysis to ensure the design complies
with assembly and test processes. Rapid feedback to the PCB designer allows
DFM corrections and/or improvements to be implemented before
manufacturing.
Advantages of using DFM/DFA analysis during the development of the
dReDBox project:
•
•
•
•

Reduces the number of design revisions
Lowers total product cost by enabling automated DFM early in the
design and NPI process
Improves the reliability of a design by locating manufacturing risks to be
managed ahead of the production processes
Provides the interface between design and manufacture to ensure
smooth transition to production
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5.3.12 Thermal analysis
Thermal analysis and verification is necessary to make sure the system will be
able to operate without any thermal issues. By simulation the system during the
design phase we can avoid costly overdesign or failure due to thermal issues.
Thermal analyses must be performed on all the dBRICKs and on the complete
dReDBox system.

Figure 18 – Thermal analysis

Within the dReDBox project development, thermal analysis/simulation has
been performed to estimate temperature rise in different parts of the system
and to identify possible impairment of reliability caused by excessive heat.
The thermal analyses performed with this project focused on:
•
•
•

Identifying points of weakness in thermal/mechanical design (hot spots)
Looking for zones of stagnation (low cooling efficiency).
Identifying overstressed components (junction temperature exceeding
established value)

The performed thermal analyses serve as an input to mechanical and electrical
design improvements, reliability prediction and stress analyses.
Thermal modelling answered the questions about airflow and temperature
distribution, size and number of the fans, influence of the configuration changes
and failures of fans.
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Figure 19 – Thermal Modeling

5.4 FPGA Design
A Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) is a configurable piece of hardware.
The implementation can be called software or hardware, depending on the
viewpoint, but in this document we refer to the FPGA implementation as FPGA
design.
System Architecture
Design

Schematic Design

Pinning FPGA
design container

Integrate Standard IP

FPGA Specification
FPGA Requirements Specification (FRS)

FPGA Design
FPGA Test Document (FTD)

Design, simulation and verification
at component level
D3.1 – Disaggregated memory design and management techniques (a)
D3.4 – System interconnect design and SDN control (a)

Design, simulation and verification
at system level

Constraint entry and verification

Synthesize, Place and Route

Timing closure
design container

Target verification

Integration

Figure 20 – FPGA Design

Develop Drivers
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5.4.1 Pinning FPGA
An FPGA is a very flexible device, but there are certain requirements on the
implementation which have an impact on the board design. To make sure a
newly developed board complies with all the requirements a so-called pinning
FPGA is made. This is an implementation of the FPGA in which all the external
interfaces are defined and used, so the vendor tooling can be used to check if
all of the FPGA constraints have been met.
5.4.2 FPGA Design
The FPGA design consist of the complete flow from requirements to
programming file. The steps taken to get to the final output programming file
are described in the following sections.
5.4.2.1 Design, simulation and verification at IP level
The first step in an FPGA design is to split up the design in to multiple modules
IP. These modules are self-contained designs, which can be tested and verified
without external dependencies. Verification complexity and time goes up
exponentially with the size of a design, so we want to test as much of the design
on the module level as possible. In most designs, each interface on the FPGA
will have its own IP module, and distinct functions of the FPGA are also put into
separate IP modules. The fragmentation of the design into submodules also
allows multiple teams to work on a design without any dependencies on the
module level. Another advantage of this approach is the ability to easily reuse
modules across multiple designs, promoting design-reuse.

Figure 21 – Aurora (transceiver) simulation test bench
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5.4.2.2 Design, simulation and verification at system level
The system level design of an FPGA ideally consists of a number modules,
connected using a standard interface. This allows designers to assume the
base of the design is correct, since all modules have been verified, and it is
then only necessary to verify the interconnectivity. The system level design will
be verified on the functional level. It is only required to test the “happy-flow” of
the modules, since all the modules exceptions have been tested and verified
on the module level. The so-called “happy-flow” is the normal operation of the
system, not considering any exception or error situations.
This is done because testing all of this on the system level would cost a lot of
verification effort and time, which is not cost effective at this level.
5.4.2.3 Constraint entry and verification
A modern FPGA design has a lot of constraints. Some constraints have a direct
impact on the output deliverables, while others constraint impact the
implementation flow.
These constraints are, but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pinout
IO type
Bank voltages
Timing
False Paths
Multi cycle paths
Synthesis
Placement

Making sure that all constrains are set up correctly are crucial for a reliable and
consistent implementation flow.
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5.4.2.4 Synthesize, Place and Route

Figure 22 – Vivado implementation details

To verify that the design, which is synthesized as intended by the designer, a
manual verification should take place. While current synthesis tools are very
capable, certain implementation details must be verified.
Points of interest for this verification are, but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•

Clock buffers
Clock crossing boundaries
External interfaces (first Flip-Flop)
Synthesis options (generate statements, synthesis pragmas)
Grouping of modules in FPGA logic

5.4.2.5 Timing closure
To make the FPGA design meet timing closure reliably and consistently, there
might be the need to modify the design. This might mean adding new
constraints to help the implementation tool, add re-timing registers, or change
the implementation details to run at a different clock.
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5.4.2.6 Target verification
The target verification is the last step in the FPGA design. Depending on the
details of the design it can be done using several methods.
•
•
•
•

High speed transceivers testing with IBERT (Xilinx) / Transceiver Toolkit
(Altera)
Memory mapped access to FPGA design using Joint Test Action Group
(JTAG) interface
Special test software running on CPU inside of FPGA
Functional test of FPGA in the operational environment
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5.5 Software Design

System Architecture
Design
Customize Boot Code
FSBL
u-boot

FPGA Design

Libraries

Develop Drivers

BSP

Create BSP

Create Boot Image
System image

BSP Verification

Orchestration Software

D2.7 – Specification of dReDBox layers, operational semantics and cross-layer interfaces (b)
D4.2 – System Software Architecture, Interfaces and Techniques (b)

Orchestration
Verification
Applications Software
D6.1 – Video analytics application migration report (a)
D6.3 – MEC NFV application migration report (a)
D6.5 – Network analytics application migration report (a)

Applications
Verification

Integration

Figure 23 – Software Design

The software design process described in this document will focus on the
system integration parts of the software, and will not go into detail on the
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process of developing the different higher-level software systems like the
orchestration and demonstrator.
5.5.1 BSP (Board Support Package)
The BSP is a set of components which is needed to get the system “up and
running”. The BSP will support GNU-LINUX, and will be built using the Yocto
system. The BSP will mostly consist of standard components, but there will be
certain parts specifically configured for the dReDBox hardware platform.
5.5.1.1 First Stage Bool Loader (FSBL) configuration and verification
The FSBL is the first piece of software which is loaded from flash memory by
the CPU. The FSBL is generated by the vendor tooling, and contains
implementation specific details for the board configuration. The source of the
FSBL is configured through pins on the SOC, and for the dReDBox this can be
an SD card, Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) flash or JTAG. The task of the
FSBL is to configure several low-level interfaces on the system, needed to load
the second stage bootloader, after which the second-stage bootloader will take
over.
5.5.1.2 Bootloader configuration and verification (u-boot)
U-boot is a very portable bootloader that serves two functions:
1. Provide a platform to set to work and debug the hardware platform,
2. Boot the Operating System (OS)
Depending on the target platform u-boot can also be used to configure the
system on which it is running, but for the dReDBox hardware platform this will
be done by the FSBL.
5.5.1.3 Linux integration
The Linux integration consists of configuring a kernel, and proving a devicetree compatible with the system. The kernel configuration is a compile time step
in which we decide which comports are built. The device tree provides run-time
configuration and details on the running system.
Porting Linux to a new architecture is not part of the scope of this document,
and given the supported architectures by Linux should only be needed on very
rare occasions. In fact, Linux compatibility with the target SoC has already been
tested in tasks of Work Package 4.
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5.5.1.4 Driver development for custom interfaces and features
Most embedded systems use interfaces and features which are not supported
in the standard Linux kernel. This can be because of the use of custom FPGA
logic, or by hardware which is not common enough to have a Linux driver
available. The development of a Linux driver consists of implementing a driver
which forms a bridge between the hardware and one of the standard Linux
interfaces. We always try to map the hardware to one of the standard driver
models available in Linux so we can make use of the available tools and
infrastructure.
5.5.1.5 BSP deployment
The BSP is a complete package consisting of the bootloaders, kernel, Root File
System (RFS), and the tools needed to build applications for the target (crosscompiler, libraries, etc.). The BSP will be configured and built automatically and
consistently from a Content Management System (CMS) without any external
dependencies.
5.5.2 Orchestration Software Design
The orchestration software is described in deliverables of WP4.
5.5.3 Demonstration Software Design
The application software to be used for demonstration on top of the dReDBox
system stack is described in deliverables of WP6.
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5.6 dBOSM development
The dBOX Optical Switch Module (dBOSM) is the high density, low loss, alloptical switch module that will go in the dBOX. It will form part of the first stage
of a three stage, high-speed, low-loss, all-optical fibre switching fabric that will
interconnect the mid-board optics transceiver modules on the dBRICKs. The
switching fabric is explained in detail in deliverable D2.4.
The module is based on the current 48-port, beam-steering DirectLight™ OEM
all-optical switch module manufactured by project partner HUBER+SUHNER
Polatis. During the course of the dReDBox project this module will be further
developed so that it has double the port-density of the current module with lower
power consumption. The module is “fully configurable” which means that a
given optical port can be connected to any of the other optical ports. The current
48-port OEM switch module is shown in Figure 24. Up to three of these modules
(48 or 96-port) will be accommodated by the dBOX as shown in Figure 15 in
deliverable D2.4.

Figure 24 – Current 48-port HUBER+SUHNER Polatis OSM

The key to achieving the higher port density along with lower per-port power
consumption, better performance and higher reliability, is the development of
the modular, multi-channel “beam steering” switching component known as a
“slice” to the next generation which has the working title of an “iSlice”. The slice
hosts the piezo electric actuators that are used to implement the beam steering.
A schematic of the current 12-channel slice used in the module is shown in
Figure 25.

Figure 25 - Current 12-channel slice

There are a number of significant improvements that will be realised in the iSlice
but most notably these are an increase in the number of (optical fibre) channels
to 16 and the integration of the FPGA-based DSP necessary to monitor the
position of the actuators and keep them on station (currently this is done on
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separate boards). This requires extending the PCB area behind the actuators
to accommodate the additional on-board electronics (mainly FPGAs, ADCs and
the ASIC used to drive the actuators).
The development of the iSlice is ongoing at the time of writing this deliverable.
This has so far centred on the design and refinement of the electronics that will
be integrated onto the new iSlice and this has required the design, fabrication,
testing and refinement of a number of development boards as follows:
1. The initial iSlice development board with pinning FPGA was designed,
developed and delivered (M13) with initial debug and bring-up
completed (M14) (including control loop update and test). This is shown
in Figure 26.

Figure 26 - iSlice development board

2. iSlice FPGA designed, developed and tested for closed loop control and
mother board communications (M14). This was done by using the dev
board to drive a 16-channel slice (of a design used in other Polatis
products). This is shown schematically in Figure 27.

Figure 27 - Schematic of iSlice dev board with 16-channel slice

3. The pinning FPGA for the initial (development version) mother board
(referred to as the VX controller) was developed (M14).
4. The initial iSlice dev board (Figure 26) was updated following initial
debug and test to reduce component real-estate and power consumption
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(M15). The updated iSlice dev board was delivered (M16). At the time of
writing Polatis is in the process of board bring-up and integration with
the VX controller (this should have been completed by the time this
deliverable is submitted).
5. Initial VX controller (dev mother board) designed, developed and
delivered (mid-March) with initial debug completed (M15). This is shown
in Figure 28.

Figure 28 – iSlice mother board (VX controller) development board

At the time of writing this deliverable the present activities are: continued debug,
test and integration of the updated iSlice dev board with the VX controller board
(including further development and test of the iSlice FPGA, VX controller FPGA
and VX controller DSP).
At the same time the iSlice itself is being designed and investigations into
materials are currently under way. Clearly this cannot be finalized and the first
samples manufactured until the work described above is completed. A
schematic of the iSlice is shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29 - iSlice layout showing extended PCB area
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Work is currently on schedule to have the iSlice and first form factor mother
board (VX controller) ready by project M21, integrated by M24 and incorporated
into the first prototype samples of the new high density optical switch module
by M26. For the purposes of development, integration and demonstration of the
whole dReDBox solution in the project before the 96-port OSM is ready and
also to support further investigation of different optical switching architectures,
Polatis has already provided a 48-port OSM to project partner UCL and will
supply up to two more as required.
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6 Integration
The integration phase of the project is where all the different disciplines meet
to bring-up and verify the interaction of the different components. Where
possible the components have been tested on a lower level, but this is not
possible with all disciplines.
We do not mention the Polatis dBOSM in the integration process since it is a
self-contained module, which can be completely tested on its own. There is no
integration needed since from the system point of view, it is no different from
the 48 port device, which has already been validated.
Figure 30 shows an overview of the complete integration process. The different
integration steps used to verify features and functionality which are described
in the higher level specifications. The relevant documents are shown in the
figure.
Mechanical
design

Hardware design

Firmware design

Software design

Integration Verification
D2.5 – System Architecture specification (c)
D4.4 – System Software Prototype (a)
D5.2 – Hardware requirements of all bricks and tray (b)

Application Verification
D3.3 – Disaggregated memory design and management techniques (b)
D3.6 – System interconnect design and SDN control (b)
D5.3 – Software and hardware system integration and evaluation (a)

Demonstrator Verification

D3.7 – Disaggregated Memory system demonstrator
D3.8 – System interconnect demonstrator
D4.3 – System Software Architecture, Interfaces and Techniques (c)
D4.5 – System Software Prototype (b)
D5.4 – Software and hardware system integration and evaluation (b)
D6.2 – Video analytics application migration report (b)
D6.4 – MEC NFV application migration report (b)
D6.6 – Network analytics application migration report (b)
D6.7 – dReDBox use cases demonstration report

Figure 30 – Integration

6.1 Board bring-up
The PCBA’s are delivered to Sintecs after the boards are produced. The first
two boards are visually checked for manufacturing issues. The boards are then
carefully powered up (current limiter on) and the communication of the
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programming tools are checked. The basic firmware of the board (power
controller and switcher) is programmed if all communication is working
correctly.

Figure 31 – Board bring-up programmer example

6.1.1 Board verification
Board verification can start if the board bring –up is successful. The test plan
created by the designer during the layout phase is executed. All test results are
documented in a separate test report per board.

Figure 32 – Oscilloscope example

The power and clocks of the board are checked against absolute levels and
tolerances first. Interfaces are checked by functionality next, in order from basic
(UART / I2C) to complex (Ethernet / PCIe) if all power and clock checks are
passed.
Most interfaces are checked together with the software / FPGA engineer as
they need processor functionality as well.
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6.1.2 FPGA integration
The FPGA integration will start as soon as the initial board verification has
finished. For the SoC design there are two parallel tracks which will run during
the integration:
1. SoC (CPU) bring-up
2. FPGA fabric bring-up
The SoC bring up could also be considered part of the BSP integration, but in
the dReDBox system the CPU and FPGA are so tightly coupled we consider
the bring-up part of the FPGA integration.
6.1.2.1 SoC (CPU) bring-up
The SoC bring-up consist of configuring the system until we have a u-boot
prompt. To achieve this we need the FSBL and bootloader configured
specifically for the dReDBox boards. The bring-up of the FSBL is done by “trial
and error”. The assumption is that the FSBL itself is functionally correct, and
that if it does not work it is either a hardware or a configuration issue. Using
hardware verification and JTAG debugging these issues will be tackled.
6.1.2.2 FPGA fabric bring-up
The FPGA fabric bring up consists of reproducing the simulation test benches
using actual hardware. The simulation test-benches have been designed in
such a way that we can do the same test on the hardware target. The stimuli
used in the Test-benches is provided on the target using a JTAG to Advanced
eXtensible Interface (AXI) or the SoC, depending on the state of the integration.
For the High speed transceiver interface we will do a preliminary hardware
verification test using the Xilinx Integrated Bit Error Ratio Test (IBERT) system.
IBERT is a standalone system provided by Xilinx to allow validation and
characterisation of transceivers without the need for a custom design.
6.1.3 BSP integration
The BSP integration consists of building and deploying a reproducible software
image for the system. It will make sure software dependencies are met, and the
system is appropriately configured. The BSP integration will be a continuing
process during the application development, using Continuous Integration (CI)
to prevent integration issues with the different applications.
Integration with the rest of the software (orchestration, FPGA IP on dBRICKs,
system software) is expected to succeed seamlessly, for all components being
developed abide by the interface signatures – coupled with cross-workpackage coordination – laid out in D2.6. The process and progress of such
integration steps is planned to be reported in future deliverables of this work
package.
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7 Notes
7.1 Abbreviations and Acronyms
AXI
BOM
BS
BSP
CI
CM
CMS
COTS
dACCELBRICK
dBMC
dBOSM
dBOX
dBRICK

dCOMPUBRICK
DDR
DFA
DFM
dMEMBRICK
DRC
dTETRAY
dTRAY
EMI
FPGA
FSBL
HDD
HRS
IBERT
IBIS
IC
IEEE
IP
JTAG
KPI
OS
PCB
PCBA
PI
RFS
SI
SoC
SPI
VPL

Advanced eXtensible Interface
Bill Of Materials
Boundary Scan
Board Support Package
Continues Integration
Configuration Management
Content Management System
Commercial off-the-shelf
dReDBox-Accelerator-Brick
dReDBox-Board Management Controller
dReDBox-Box Optical Switch Matrix
dReDBox-Box
dReDBox-Brick. The dBRICK is a collective term for the
different types of bricks (dCOMPUBRICK, dMEMBRICK
and dACCELBRICK.
dReDBox-Compute-Brick
Double Data Rate
Design For Assembly
Design For Manufacturing
dReDBox-Memory-Brick
Design Rule Checker
dReDBox-Test-Tray
dReDBox-Tray
electromagnetic interference
Field Programmable Gate Array
First Stage Bool Loader
Hardware Design Document
Hardware Requirements Specification
Integrated Bit Error Ratio Test
Input/output Buffer Information Specification
integrated circuit
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Intellectual Property
Joint Test Action Group
Key Performance Indicator
Operating System
Printed Circuit Board
PCB Assembly
Power Integrity
Root File System
Signal Integrity
System On a Chip
Serial Peripheral Interface
Valor Part Library

